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1

Overview

This guide can effectively guide you to configure, conference control, management,
routine maintenance, and exception handling for HD video conference terminals
(hereafter referred to as terminals).

1.1 Administrator Definition
The terminal administrator refers to the management and maintenance personnel
responsible for the normal operation of the terminal system in the enterprise. The
main job responsibilities of the terminal administrator are as follows:
 Terminal configuration and management
 Terminal system routine maintenance
 Terminal system exception handling
 Ordinary user terminal usage question and answer

1.2 Administrator Requirements
Mastering the necessary basic knowledge and collecting terminal environment and
system information will help you manage and maintain your terminal.

Basic knowledge you need to know
 Windows operating system
 GK (Gatekeeper) server, SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) server
 Computer network knowledge such as Ethernet, TCP/IP, Client/Server
 H.320, H.323 and SIP protocols
 Familiar with electronic and electrical knowledge, with safe operating skills in
electrical and electronic equipment
 Familiar with common maintenance tools
 Familiar with video conferencing system functions and services
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1.3 The document you need to refer to
Document Name
HD Video Conference
Terminal User Guide
HD Video Conference
Terminal Quick Start

Brief Introduction
Introduce

terminal

When to Use
packing Before use, check that the packing

items, quick installation and items are complete and consult when
configuration methods.

installing the terminal.

Introduce the terminal remote Answer the general user's initial use or
control operation interface to do not understand the problems
quickly guide easy operation.

involved in the product.

1.4 Safety Precautions
In daily operation and maintenance, you must carefully read and strictly observe the
safety precautions.

Basic Requirements
 Must be kept dry during storage, transportation and use of equipment.
 In the process of storing, transporting and using equipment, it is necessary to
avoid violent collisions.
 Do not disassemble the device by yourself. If the device is faulty, please contact
the manufacturer.
 No unit or individual may change the structural, safety and performance design of
the equipment without authorization.
 The person responsible for installing and maintaining the terminal equipment must
master the correct operation methods and safety precautions before installing,
operating, maintaining the equipment, removing the safety equipment and
repairing the equipment.
 When using this device, you should follow relevant laws and regulations and
respect the legal rights of others.

Environmental Requirements
 Please install the equipment in strict accordance with the manufacturer's
requirements.
 Place the equipment on a stable workbench. Hang the wall-mounted equipment in
strict accordance with the manufacturer's requirements.
 Place the device in a ventilated, non-glare environment.
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 Do not place the device and its accessories in an environment where the
temperature is too low or too high.
 Do not place the device near water or in a damp area.
 Do not place anything on the device. It is recommended that you leave more than
10cm of heat dissipation space around the device.
 Do not place the device near objects that are easily burnt, such as foam.
 Keep the equipment clean and avoid dust pollution.
 Keep away from heat sources or exposed sources of ignition, such as electric
heaters and candles.
 Keep away from appliances with strong magnetic fields or strong electric fields,
such as microwave ovens, refrigerators, and mobile phones.

Usage Notice
 Do not allow children to play with equipment and gadgets, to avoid suffocation
caused by playing product packaging bags, and to avoid dangers such as
swallowing.
 Before touching the device, holding the card, circuit board, IC chip, etc., in order to
prevent the human body from damaging the sensitive components, you must wear
an anti-static wrist strap and ground the other end of the anti-static wrist strap.
 Please use the accessories that come with the product and the accessories
recommended by the manufacturer, such as power adapters, batteries, etc.
 Please ensure that the power supply voltage of the device meets the input voltage
requirements of the device. Please use the matching lightning protection power
strip.
 Please ensure that the protection ground of the three-phase socket is effectively
grounded, and the neutral line and the live line are not reversed.
 Please keep the power plug clean and dry. Do not use damaged or aged cables to
avoid the risk of electric shock.
 Do not step on, pull or excessively bend the device cable to avoid equipment
failure.
 Do not scratch or wear the outer casing of the device. Otherwise, the peeling paint
may cause allergies or abnormal equipment. If it falls into the main unit, it may
cause a short circuit.
 Prevent foreign objects (such as metal) from entering the device through the heat
dissipation holes to avoid abnormal equipment.
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 Keep your hands dry when plugging and unplugging the device cables.
 Before plugging or unplugging the device cable, stop using the device and
disconnect the power.
 Do not allow water or other liquids to flow into the device. If any liquid accidentally
flows into the device, immediately disconnect the power supply and unplug all the
cables connected to the device, such as the power cable, video cable, audio cable,
network cable, and serial cable.
 If there is any abnormality, such as smoke, abnormal sound, or odor, please stop
using it immediately and disconnect the power supply, and remove all cables
connected to the device, such as power cable, video cable, audio cable, and
network cable. And serial cable.
 In the thunderstorm, please disconnect the power of the device and unplug all the
cables connected to the device, such as the power cable, video cable, audio cable,
network cable, and serial cable to prevent the device from being damaged by
lightning.
 When not using the device for a long time, disconnect the power supply and
unplug all the cables connected to the device, such as the power cable, video
cable, audio cable, network cable, and serial cable.

Cleaning Instructions
 Before cleaning, stop using the device, disconnect the power supply, and unplug
all the cables connected to the device, such as the power cable, video cable,
audio cable, network cable, and serial cable.
 When cleaning, do not use cleaning liquid or spray cleaner to clean the device
casing. Wipe the device case with a soft cloth.

Remote control battery usage instructions
 Please use the correct type of battery and install the battery in the correct polarity.
 When the battery does not fit properly into the device, do not squeeze the battery
hard to prevent the battery from leaking or bursting.
 If the battery leaks, emits smoke or emits an odor, it should be replaced
immediately.
 Do not mix old and new batteries. When replacing batteries, replace all batteries
at the same time.
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2

GUI Interface Menu Structure

Table 2-1 Terminal GUI Structure Diagram
Call

Contacts

Call Protocol
Call Rate
Local Contacts
Network Contacts
All

History

Call in
Call out
Delete all
Call information

Diagnostic

Local audio loopback
Video Input
System information

GUI Interface

Presentation
Camera Control
Record Control
Control

Main Video Source
Conference Lock
Video Layout
Power Control
Network

Settings

Account
Call
Audio
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Video
Security
Protocol
GUI Interface

Settings

Record
Subtitles
System
Other

Table 2-2 Network Page Structure Diagram
Work mode
IPv4

DHCP
Static IP
Enable IPv6

IPv6

DHCP
AutoConf
Static IP
TCP Port Range
UDP Port Range

Network
Firewall

NAT keep alive time
Enable H.460 for NAT traversal of H.323 calls
Enable fixed translator for NAT traversal
Enable UDP hole punching
Type of Service (TOS)

QoS

Use a maximum jitter buffer of
Enable RTP loss recovery

VPN
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Table 2-3 Account Page Structure Diagram
Enable H.323
Register GK
Register mode
H323 Account

Gatekeeper
Site Name
Site Number
Site Password
Enable SIP
Register SIP
Register mode

Account

Transfer Protocol
SIP Account

Proxy Server
Username
Authentication Username
Authentication Realm
Authentication Password
Endpoint Name

Display Name

Encode H.323 display name as
Decode H.323 display name as

Table 2-4 Call Page Structure Diagram
Automatically answer incoming calls
Automatically

refuse

incoming

calls

password not match
Call

Call Options

Presentation contended
Enable far end camera control
Enable lookup from DNS SRV record
Default call type
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when

Default call rate
Transmit Bandwidth
Receive Bandwidth
Call Options

Presentation bandwidth percent
Primary video mode
Presentation video mode

Call

Seconds waiting for media
Throttle of Intra Frame Request
EMCU license
EMCU

EMCU license status
Enable EMCU
Conference mode

Table 2-5 Audio Page Structure Diagram
Input Volume
Enable Microphone 1
Microphone digital gain
Enable Microphone 2
Microphone 2 digital gain
Audio Input

Enable Line In
Line In digital gain
Enable Line In left channel

Audio

Enable Line In right channel
Mute Line In when not transmitting presentation
Set Mic Power On
Audio output digital gain
Audio Output

Show advanced settings
Enable HDMI-1 audio out
Enable Line Out
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Audio Output

Enable tone
Enable stereo
Alias of left channel
Alias of right channel
Mix microphone into
Mix microphone 2 into

Stereo

Output of HDMI-1 left channel from
Output of HDMI-1 right channel from
Mix Line In left channel into
Mix Line In right channel into
Output of Line Out left channel from
Output of Line Out right channel from

Audio

Enable echo cancellation on microphone
Enable echo cancellation on microphone 2
Echo Cancel

Enable echo cancellation on line in
Enable echo cancellation on line in left channel
Enable echo cancellation on line in right channel
Show advanced settings
Enable USB audio in

USB Audio

Enable USB audio out
Mute microphone when USB phone connected
Mute HDMI-1 when USB phone connected

Audio Codecs

Audio Protocol

Table 2-6 Video Page Structure Diagram
HDMI-OUT1-MODE
Video

Video Output

HDMI-OUT1
HDMI-OUT2-MODE
HDMI-OUT2
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Auto

send

presentation

once

conferencing

(presentation has signal)
GUI transparency
Enable HDMI-1 OverScan Set
HDMI-1 horizontal
Video Output

HDMI-1 vertical
Enable HDMI-2 OverScan Set
HDMI-2 horizontal
HDMI-2 vertical
Show icon of security
Show volume of audio

Video

Video Codecs

Video Protocol
Auto start preview when presentation has signal
Show presentation
Enable PoP
Enable PiP

HDMI-1/SDI
Layout

Enable Side by Side
Layout when idle with presentation
Layout when meeting without presention
Layout when meeting with presention
Layout when host embedded MCU meeting
Layout when host embedded MCU meeting with
presentation

HDMI-2 Layout

The same with HDMI-1/SDI Layout

Table 2-7 Security Page Structure Diagram
Enable HTTP Service
Security

System Security

Enable HTTPS Service
HTTP Authentication Password
Enable SSH Service
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System Security

SSH Password
Enable Admin Password
H.235.6 AES-256

Security

H323 Cryptos

H.235.6 AES-128
Clear Text

SIP Cryptos

SRTP: AES-128 & SHA1-80
Clear Text

Table 2-8 Protocol Page Structure Diagram
Enable call IP address when registered
Enable H.245 tunneling
H323

Enable H.239 control
H.239 Video Role
Send DTMF as
Send DTMF as
Keep alive mode
Keep alive interval
Enable compact mode to encode large packet

Protocol

SIP

Enable BFCP control
Client prefer for BFCP
Enable UDP listener
UDP listener port
Enable TCP listener
TCP listener port
E1 work clock

E1
(Only 2U Device
Support)

E1 work mode
Enable E1 dual video
IP/E1 backup
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Table 2-9 Record Page Structure Diagram
Record Protocol
Remote Record

Record server address
Video
Auto start once conferencing

Record

Video
USB Record

Bit rate
Record mode

Table 2-10 Subtitles Page Structure Diagram
Name option
Endpoint Name

Font string
Font color
Background color
Font size

Subtitles

Message

Font color
Background
Enter short message
Font size

Banner

Font color
Background
Enter banner message

Table 2-11 System Page Structure Diagram
Automatic date time
NTP Server
System

Date

Select time zone
Enable 24-hour format
Select date format
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Network
Auto Configuration

System

Guide

Terminal Name
H.323
SIP
Save

Reset

Reset to factory settings

Table 2-12 Other Page Structure Diagram
Enable upgrade
Enable check new version on startup
Upgrade

Force upgrade
Select upgrade mode
Http upgrade URL
Check new version right now
Auto standby

Other
Power

Resume when call incoming
Timed power on and off
Auto run when power on
Log level

Logging

Enable log to file
Enable log to log server
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3

Meeting Experience

You can initiate a conference in a variety of ways. During the conference, you can
also perform conference control, send dual streams, and more.

3.1 Hold the Meeting
Start a conference after entering the IP address or number of the conference site,
selecting the call protocol, and the call rate on the call page.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface and enter the call prompt interface.
Step 2 Select the remote meeting, in the following ways:
 Select the remote site to be called from the recent call in the center of
the call interface.
 If the site to be called is not in the "recent call", you need to manually
fill in the remote site number or IP address.
Step 3 Configure the meeting parameters. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Parameter
Meeting/IP
Call Protocol

Call Rate

Description

Setting

Remote meeting number or IP address
Select the call protocol, the options are:


H.323



SIP



E1

displayed by default.
Show recent call type by default

Optimal rate selection based on site

Select the call rate

Step 4 Select

The site/IP of the most recent call is

network conditions

.

Step 5 End.
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3.2 Hold Meeting through the Contacts
Select a meeting in the contacts list and initiate a call.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select contacts

.

Step 2 Enter the name of the contact you want to search in the input field.
Step 3 Select

.

Step 4 End.

3.3 Send Dual Streams
You can connect your computer to a terminal to display what is stored on your
computer. When you share content on your computer, the remote site can see you
and see what's on your computer screen.
 Precondition
The terminal has connected the computer to the DVI-I IN input of the terminal via a
cable connection.
 Step
Step 1 Press the dual stream button

on the remote control.

Step 2 Select “Open Dual Stream”.
Step 3 Press the confirm button

on the remote control.

Step 4 End.
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4

Contacts

The contact is used to store remote meeting site information. You can add, edit, and
delete existing information in the contacts. Using an address book saves you the
ability to start a meeting while avoiding entering the wrong address.

4.1 Add Contact
You can add a meeting in the contacts page.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Contacts”
Step 2 Select Local “Add”

.

.

Step 3 Enter the name of the meeting to be added in the “Contact” field.
Step 4 Enter the meeting number or IP address to be added in the “Address” field.
Step 5 Select the meeting site grouping in the “Groups” drop-down list box.
Step 6 Select the appropriate “Call Protocol” and “Call Rate”.
Step 7 Select “OK”.
Step 8 End.

4.2 Edit Contact
You can edit a meeting in the contacts page.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Contacts”

.

Step 2 Select the item to be edited in the contacts list and select “Edit”.
Step 3 Edit the meeting name in the “Contact” field in the edit contact interface that
pops up.
Step 4 Edit the meeting number or IP address in the “Address” field in the edit
contact interface that pops up.
Step 5 Select the appropriate “Call Protocol” and “Call Rate”.
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Step 6 Select “OK”.
Step 7 End.

4.3 Delete Contact
You can delete a meeting in the contacts page.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Contacts”

.

Step 2 Select the item to be deleted in the contacts list and select “Del”.
Step 3 End.
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5

Call History

In the call history page, you can view all, incoming, outgoing call records, and clear
call history.

5.1 View All Call History
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “History > All”.
Step 2 View all call history.
Step 3 End.

5.2 View Call In History
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “History > Call In”.
Step 2 View call In history.
Step 3 End.

5.3 View Call Out History
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “History > Call Out”.
Step 2 View call out history.
Step 3 End.

5.4 Delete All Call History
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “History > Delete All”.
Step 2 In the pop-up "Delete All?" dialog box, select "Yes" to clear the call log.
Step 3 End.
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6

Diagnostic

6.1 Call Information
After the meeting starts, you can go to the "Diagnostic > Call Information" page to get
a real-time view of the quality of the meeting.
 Precondition
The real-time parameters of the meeting can only be displayed after the meeting
has started.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Diagnostic > Call Information”.
Step 2 View terminal call information. The parameter description is shown in the
following table.
Step 3 End.
Parameter

How to understand

Whether to Encrypt

Enable or disable encryption.

Call Bandwidth

Actual call bandwidth after negotiation.

Audio Protocol

The actual audio protocol after the capability negotiation.

Audio Rate

The bandwidth allocated to the audio.

Primary Video Bandwidth

The bandwidth allocated to the primary video.

Primary Video Rate

The real-time rate of the main video, which changes dynamically
in real time.

Master Video Protocol

The actual primary video protocol after capability negotiation.

Primary Video Resolution

The resolution of the main video at the current conference.

Primary

The number of frames displayed per second by the main video,

Rate

Video

Frame

which

varies

dynamically

based

on

the

current

network

environment.
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Parameter
Auxiliary

How to understand
Stream

The bandwidth allocated to the secondary video.

Bandwidth
Auxiliary Flow Rate

The real-time rate of the secondary video, which will change
dynamically in real time.

Auxiliary Flow Protocol

The actual secondary video protocol after capacity negotiation.

Auxiliary

The resolution of the secondary video at the current conference

Stream

Resolution
Auxiliary Stream Frame

The number of frames displayed by the secondary video per

Rate

second. This value changes dynamically according to the current
network environment.

Shake

The degree of change in network latency.

Packet Loss Rate

Network congestion can cause network packet loss. The higher the
congestion, the greater the packet loss rate.

6.2 Local Audio Loopback
After the "Local Audio Loopback Test" is enabled, you can output the audio input of
the local end on the local audio.

6.3 Video Input
Displays the input of HDMI. When there is no external video input, “XXX: No input”
is displayed.

6.4 System Message
Display the serial number, MAC address, system version, Boot version, ARM version,
and FPGA version of the terminal.
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7

Control

In the control screen, you can control and operate the second video, camera control,
recording control, main video source, and so on.

7.1 The Second Video
Control the second video and choose whether to turn on dual stream or dual stream
preview.

7.2 Camera Control
You can perform PTZ (Pan/Tilt/Zoom) control on the local or remote camera, that is,
up and down, left and right, and image zoom to get the video you want.
 Precondition
Knowing the shortcut button icon of the camera control page in advance can
effectively guide you to control the camera. The shortcut icon of the remote control
has the following meanings:


: Bring up the camera parameter menu and switch between local or remote
cameras.



: When controlling the camera, it means turning the camera up.



: When controlling the camera, it means turning the camera to the right.



: When controlling the camera, it means turning the camera down.



: When controlling the camera, it means turning the camera to the left.



: When the camera is controlled, the screen is enlarged or reduced.
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 Step
Step 1 When the GUI is displayed, press the remote control
back button to enter
the camera control interface (when the GUI is hidden, it has entered the camera
control interface, skip this step).
Step 2 Control the camera according to your needs. The remote control shortcuts
are described above.

7.2.1 Preset Camera Position
Camera presets are stored camera positions that you can create in advance.
 Save Camera Presets
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Control > Camera Control > Preset Position > Set”.
Step 3 Select the preset position to be set and press the remote control

confirm

button to set it as the preset position.
Step 4 End.
 Call Camera Preset
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Control > Camera Control > Preset Position > Activate”.
Step 3 Select one of the preset positions that have been saved, press the remote
control

confirm button, and call the camera to reach the preset position.

Step 4 End.

7.2.2 Cancel Camera Preset
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Control > Camera Control > Preset Position > Set”.
Step 3 Select one of the saved presets and press the remote control

confirm

button to cancel the previously saved camera presets.
Step 4 End.
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7.2.3 Set Camera Parameters
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Control > Camera Control > Camera Parameters > Set”.
Step 3 Set camera parameters such as image parameters, backlight settings, and
blink mode.
Step 4 View the set image effects on the display device.
Step 5 End.

7.3 Record Control
Control the recording and playback, and choose whether to enable USB recording,
remote recording or RTMP.

7.4 Main Video Source
Control the main video source, select HDMI, SDI or DVI as the main video source,
and the secondary video source defaults to DVI.

7.5 Conference Lock
Control the lock on the conference and choose whether to enable the conference
lock feature.

7.6 Video Layout
Control the screen layout to set the HDMI-1/SDI or HDMI-2 screen.

7.7 Power Control
Control the terminal power supply to select whether to shut down, restart, or
standby/wake up the conference terminal.
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8

Settings

8.1 Network
According to the network deployment of the terminal, network configuration of the
terminal enables the terminal to communicate normally with other devices.

8.1.1 IPv4
Before using Ethernet for video communication, you must pre-configure the Ethernet
parameters of the terminal, such as IP address, subnet mask, and gateway address.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Network > IPv4”.
Step 2 Set network parameters such as IP address, gateway and subnet mask etc.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Configure the network working mode, the options are:

Work Mode

Connection
Type



Auto



10M Full Duplex



10M Half Duplex



100M Full Duplex



100M Half Duplex



1000M Full Duplex



1000M Half Duplex



DHCP: The terminal automatically obtains an IP

Default: Auto

address through a DHCP server.


Default: DHCP

Static IP: The IP address of the terminal is

assigned by the network administrator. You need to set
the IP address, netmask, gateway, and DNS address.

IP address

Configure the IP address of the terminal.

Default: actual needs

Netmask

Configure the subnet mask of the terminal.

Default: actual needs
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Parameter

Description

Setting

Gateway

Configure the default gateway address of the terminal.

Default: actual needs

DNS address

Configure the IP address of the DNS server.

Default: actual needs

8.1.2 Firewall
Configure firewall parameters that can be used in video conferencing systems to allow
video conferencing to pass through the network security system.
NAT (Network Address Translation) network address translation technology refers to
the use of a dedicated internal IP address for a device on the internal LAN network,
while using an external IP address to enable the device to communicate with other
devices on the external network. If your LAN uses NAT technology, you need to
configure the NAT public network address in the terminal.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Network > Firewall”.
Step 2 Configure firewall parameters. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

When the local end communicates with the remote
TCP Port Range

end, the local end receives the TCP communication
port of the data packet.
When the local end communicates with the remote

UDP Port Range

end, the UDP communication port that receives the
data packet locally

Default range:
30000~30100
Default range:
30000~30100

In order to avoid the network device resetting the
NAT

keep

alive

time

TCP connection when there is no data packet for a
long time, the terminal needs to periodically send the
keep-alive message

when

there is

no data

Default:
20 seconds

transmission.
Enable H.460 for

When this function is enabled, when the terminal is

NAT traversal of

identified as a private network terminal, the H460 Default: Enabled

H.323 calls

protocol will be used for traversal.
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Parameter

Description

Setting

When this function is enabled, terminals in the
private network will be treated as public network
Enable

fixed

terminals. After you enable static NAT, enter the

translator for NAT public IP address of the NAT device in the Public Default: Disabled
traversal

Network Address field, select Static NAT Type, and
choose whether to enable automatic access to the
public network address.

Enable UDP hole

When the media receives the port, it periodically

punching

sends an empty UDP packet to traverse the NAT.

Default: Enabled

When you Select “Enable fixed translator for NAT traversal”, you need to set up the
router at the same time.
 Step
Step 1 Disable the ALG function in the router.
Step 2 It is set in the router to expose the terminal to the external network, and map
the terminal's TCP and UDP port ranges on the router.
Step 3 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Network > Firewall”.
Step 4 Select “Enable fixed translator for NAT traversal” and enter the IP address of
the router's WAN port in the “Public IP” field.
Step 5 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 6 End.

8.1.3 QoS
Configure the IP service type (TOS) or maximum jitter buffer value and choose
whether to enable RTP packet loss recovery.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Network > QoS”.
Step 2 Configure the QoS parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
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Parameter
Type

of

Service

(TOS)
Use a maximum jitter
buffer of
Enable

RTP

loss

recovery

Description

Setting

Configuring IP Service Type (TOS) values

Default: 184

Configure the maximum jitter buffer value

Default: 500

Select whether to enable RTP packet loss

Default: Disabled

recovery

8.1.4 VPN
Configure the P2P VPN mode and choose whether to enable the central VPN client
function.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Network > VPN”.
Step 2 Configure VPN parameter information. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Configure the P2P VPN mode, the options are
P2P VPN Mode

Enable Center VPN
Client



Off



Server



Client

Default: Off

Choose whether to enable center VPN client

Default: Disable

8.2 Account
Configure the H323 account, SIP account, and terminal display name.

8.2.1 H.323 Account
When using the H.323 protocol for video communication, you need to configure an
H.323 account, such as whether to register the GK, GK address, registration name,
and so on.
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 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Account > H323 Account".
Step 2 Configure H323 account parameter information. The parameters are
described in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter
Enable
H.323

Description

Setting

Enable or disable H.323 function.

Default: Enable

Select the H.323 account configuration method, the
options are:
Register



Mode

required for H.323 registration.


Manual: You need to manually enter the information

Default: Manual

ZijingCloud: You need to enter the username and

site password of ZijingCloud.
Enable or disable register GK function, the options are:


Enable: The terminal registers with the GK server.

After the terminal is successfully registered to the GK
Register GK

server, you can call other terminals through the remote
meeting number.


Default: Disable

Disable: The terminal does not register with the GK

server. When calling with the H.323 protocol, only other
terminals can be called by IP address.
Set the IP address or domain name of the GK server.
Gatekeeper

When set to domain name, you need to enable the DNS

No default value

server and set the correct mapping on the DNS server.
The name or alias of the terminal registered on the GK.
Site Name

No default value

After the terminal registers with the GK server, the GK
server identifies the terminal with the name.
Site number corresponding to the terminal.

Site Number

No default value

After the terminal registers with the GK server, other
terminals can use the number to call the terminal.

Site
Password

The password registered by the terminal to the GK server
for the legality of the GK server authentication terminal.
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8.2.2 SIP Account
When using the SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) protocol for video communication,
you need to configure SIP parameters, such as whether to register a SIP server.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Account > SIP Account".
Step 2 Configure SIP parameters. The parameters are described in the following
table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable SIP

Enable or disable SIP function.

Default: Enable

Select the SIP account configuration method, the
options are:
Register Mode



Manual: You need to manually enter the

information required for SIP registration.


Default: Manual

ZijingCloud: You need to enter the username

and site password of ZijingCloud.
Enable or disable register SIP function, the options
are:


Enable: The terminal registers with the SIP

server. After the terminal is successfully registered
Register SIP

to the SIP server, you can call other terminals Default: Disable
through the remote meeting number.


Disable: The terminal does not register with

the SIP server. When calling with the SIP protocol,
only other terminals can be called by IP address.
Transport

Select Transport Protocol, the options are TCP,

Protocol

UDP, TLS and Auto.

Default: TCP

Enter the IP address or domain name of the SIP
Proxy Server

proxy server. This must be enabled when the user's
network environment requires that the proxy server

No default value

be enabled.
Username

Enter the username used to register the SIP server. No default value
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Parameter
Authentication
Username

Description

Setting

Enter the username used for authentication.

No default value

Authentication

Enter the domain name used by the SIP server to

Realm

identify the corresponding domain.

No default value

Enter the password of the SIP server to be used by
Authentication
Password

the terminal to authenticate the terminal of the SIP
server. When the SIP server is authenticated, the No default value
password set by the terminal must be the same as
the password set in advance on the SIP server.

After you enable the terminal to register the SIP server, you need to configure the
“Proxy Server”, “Username” and “Authentication Realm”.

8.2.3 Display Name
Configure the terminal display name, H.323 display name encode and decode mode.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Account > Display Name".
Step 2 Configure the display name parameter. The parameter description is shown
in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Endpoint Name

Configure terminal display name

Default: T1

Configure the H.323 display name encoding
Encode H.323 display

method. The options are:

name as



Unicode



GBK

Default: Unicode

Configure the H.323 display name decoding
Decode H.323 display
name as

mode. The options are:


Auto



Unicode



GBK
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8.3 Call
Configure call options (automatically answer, automatically reject calls when the
password is wrong, etc.).

8.3.1 Call Options
Configure whether to enable automatic answering, automatically reject incoming calls
when the password is incorrect, and preempt the auxiliary stream and other
parameter information.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Call > Call Options".
Step 2 Configure call options parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

There are two ways for terminal to answer a call:


Disable automatically answer incoming calls:

When a call is received, a request window is
Automatically answer

popped up to prompt the user to accept the

incoming calls

request.


Default: Enable

Enable automatically answer incoming calls:

When the local site is not in the conference, all
incoming calls are automatically answered.
When enabled, you need to set the "incoming
Automatically refuse
incoming calls when
password not match

password". When the remote end calls the local
end, you need to add the ##** password after the
number. If the password is not included or the

Default: Disable

password is incorrect, the local end will
automatically reject the incoming call.
After the preemptive auxiliary stream is enabled,

Presentation

the remote end can also send dual streams if the Default: Enable

contended
Enable

local end sends dual streams.
far

camera control

end

When enabled, it will support the control of the
remote camera or the remote control of the local

Default: Enable

camera.
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Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable lookup from

When enabled, the domain name will be queried

DNS SRV record

for DNS SRV records.
Terminal default call type, the options are

Default call type

Default: Auto

H.323/SIP/Auto.
Terminal

default

call

rate.

Improper

call

bandwidth settings can affect the quality of video

Default call rate

communications

or

cause

calls

to

Default: Enable

be

Default: 1920 kbps

unsuccessful.
Transmit Bandwidth

Upstream bandwidth limit. Regardless of the call

Default: 8000 kbps

rate, the actual transmission rate does not exceed
the transmission bandwidth.
Receive Bandwidth

Downstream bandwidth limit. Regardless of the Default: 8000 kbps
call rate, the actual receive rate does not exceed
the receive bandwidth.

Presentation

The proportion of bandwidth allocated for the

bandwidth percent

secondary stream when the secondary stream is

Default: 30%

sent.
Select the appropriate format based on the
primary video protocol you have set.
Primary video mode



Clear: Priority is given to image resolution.

Default:



Smooth: Priority is given to the frame rate.

Much Smooth



Much Smooth: Priority is given to the frame

rate.
Select the appropriate format based on the demo
Presentation

video

mode

Seconds waiting for

video protocol you have set.


Clear: Priority is given to image resolution.



Smooth: Priority is given to the frame rate.

Set the seconds waiting for media

media
Throttle

of

Intra

Set the throttle of intra frame request

Frame Request
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8.4 Audio
Configure parameter information such as audio input, audio output, stereo, echo
cancellation, USB audio and audio capabilities.

8.4.1 Audio Input
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Audio > Audio Input".
Step 2 Configure audio input parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Input Volume

Control input total volume

Default: 10

After the microphone input is enabled and the
MIC1 interface on the rear panel of the
Enable Microphone 1

terminal

is

properly

connected

to

the

Default: Enable

microphone, the remote end can receive the
microphone input of the local end.
Microphone digital gain

Adjust the microphone 1 digital gain

Default: 8

After the microphone input is enabled and the
MIC2 interface on the rear panel of the
Enable Microphone 2

terminal

is

properly

connected

to

the

Default: Enable

microphone, the remote end can receive the
microphone input of the local end.
Microphone 2 digital gain

Adjust the microphone 2 digital gain

Default: 8

After the linear input is enabled and the
“AUDIO IN” connector on the rear panel of
Enable Line In

the terminal is properly connected to the

Default: Enable

audio linear input, the far end can receive the
linear input of the local end.
Line In digital gain
Enable Line In left channel

Adjust the line in digital gain.

Default: 8

Enable left channel acquisition for linear
input
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Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable Line In right channel

Enable right channel capture for linear input

Default: Enable

When this option is enabled, the linear input
is automatically muted when the dual stream
Mute

Line

In

when

not

is not sent; when the dual stream is sent, the
linear input is automatically sent to the far

transmitting presentation

Default: Disable

end and simultaneously output from the local.
Choose whether to turn on the microphone

Set Mic Power On

power.

Default: Enable

8.4.2 Audio Output
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Audio > Audio Output".
Step 2 Configure audio output parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Audio output digital gain

Adjust the audio output digital gain.

Default: 10

Show advanced settings

Enable or disable show advanced settings.

Default: Disable

When the HDMI-1 audio output is enabled and
Enable HDMI-1 audio out

the rear panel HDMI-OUT1 is connected to the
TV, you can hear the far-end audio output from

Default: Enable

the TV.
After the linear output is enabled and the “AUDIO
OUT” connector on the rear panel of the terminal
Enable Line Out

is properly connected to the speaker, you can Default: Enable
hear the far end sound from the speaker.
Enable or disable the output ring tone. When

Enable tone

enabled, you can hear the ring tone of the far end Default: Enable
from the local.
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8.4.3 Stereo
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Audio > Stereo".
Step 2 Configure the stereo parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable stereo

Select enable or disable stereo.

Default: Disable

Alias of left channel

Can set the alias of the left channel.

Default: Null

Alias of right channel

Can set the alias of the right channel.

Default: Null

Mix microphone into

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

Default:

channels".

Both channels

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

Default:

channels".

Both channels

Mix microphone 2 into
Output of HDMI-1 left

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

channel from

channels", and when the value is the same as the Default:
"Mix microphone into", the HDMI-1 left channel can Left channel
output the microphone audio.

Output of HDMI-1 right

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

channel from

channels", and when the value is the same as the Default:
"Mix microphone into", the HDMI-1 right channel Right channel
can output the microphone audio.

Mix Line In left channel

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

Default:

into

channels".

Left channel

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

Default:

channel into

channels".

Right channel

Output of Line Out left

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

Default:

channel from

channels".

Left channel

Output of Line Out right

Optional "Left channel", "Right channel", "Both

Default:

channel from

channels".

Right channel

Mix

Line

In

right
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This audio can be output only when the audio output object of each channel
matches the audio mixing object.



In stereo encoding, all audio inputs configured for the left channel will be mixed to
the left channel of the stereo, and all audio inputs configured for the right channel
will be mixed to the right channel of the stereo. All audio inputs configured with "left
channel + right channel" are simultaneously mixed to the left and right channels of
the stereo.



In stereo decoding, the output interface configured to output the left channel will
output the stereo left channel, and the output interface configured to output the
right channel will output the stereo right channel. The output interface configured
to output "left channel + right channel" will simultaneously output stereo left and
right channels.



Even if stereo is enabled, in the case of mono codec, all inputs are mixed and
encoded as a mono, and the decoded mono audio will be output through all
specified interfaces.

8.4.4 Echo Cancel
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Audio > Echo Cancel".
Step 2 Configure echo cancel parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter
Enable echo cancellation
on microphone
Enable echo cancellation
on microphone 2

Description

Setting

When enabled, the terminal will perform echo
cancellation processing on the audio input from Default: Enable
the microphone 1.
When enabled, the terminal will perform echo
cancellation processing on the audio input from Default: Enable
the microphone 2.
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Enable echo cancellation

When enabled, the terminal will echo the

on line in

audio of the linear input.

Enable echo cancellation
on line in left channel

Default: Disable

When enabled, the terminal will perform echo
cancellation processing on the audio of the Default: Disable
linear input left channel.

Enable echo cancellation

When enabled, the terminal will echo the

on line in right channel

audio of the linear input right channel.

Default: Disable

8.4.5 USB Audio
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Audio > USB Audio".
Step 2 Configure USB audio parameter information. The parameter description is
shown in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Show advanced settings

Enable or disable display advanced settings.

Default: Disable

After the USB audio input is enabled and the
USB port of the rear panel of the terminal is
Enable USB audio in

properly connected to the USB microphone, Default: Enable
the

remote

end

can receive

the

USB

microphone input of the local end.
After enabling the USB audio output and the
USB connector on the rear panel of the
Enable USB audio out

terminal is properly connected to the USB Default: Enable
microphone, you can hear the far end sound
from the speaker.

Mute

microphone

when

USB phone connected

After the terminal rear panel is connected to the
USB microphone, the analog microphone has Default: Enable
no audio output.

Mute HDMI-1 when USB

HDMI-1 does not output sound when the rear

phone connected

panel is connected to a USB microphone.
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8.4.6 Audio Codecs
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Audio > Audio Codecs".
Step 2 Configure audio codecs parameter information. The parameters are
described in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Audio Codecs
AACLD 128K, G.722.1C 48K, G.722.1C 24K, AACLD 64K, AACLD 56K, AACLD 48K, SILK 8K,
SILK 16K, G.722, G.711 µ-Law, G.711 A-Law, G.726 40K, G.726 32K, G.726 24K, G.722.1 32K,
G.722.1 24K, AACLD 96K, G.726 16K, Opus 8K, Opus 16K, Opus 48K



At least one audio protocol needs to be selected to ensure that the terminal can
establish a voice call.



The terminal currently supports audio protocols such as G.722.1C, AAC LC, SILK,
G.722, G.711 μ, G.711 A, G.726, and G.722.1.



In the case where both parties support G722.1C, G722.1C is selected as the
preferred audio capability by default.

8.5 Video
Configure video output, video capabilities, HDMI-1/SDI or HDMI-2 to achieve the
desired video image.

8.5.1 Video Output
The terminal has three video output connectors: HDMI OUT1, HDMI OUT 2 and
SDI OUT.
Interface Name

Interface Type

Default Description after Power On

HDMI OUT 1

HDMI

The default is "main output port".
The default primary video is displayed when there is no

HDMI OUT 2

HDMI

secondary video, and the secondary video is displayed
when there is secondary video.

SDI OUT

SDI

SDI OUT and HDMI OUT1 output the same video source.
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 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Video > Video Output".
Step 2 Configure video output parameter information. The parameters are described
in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Select HDMI-1 mode, the options are:
HDMI-OUT1-MODE



DVI



HDMI

Default: HDMI

The video output system supports the
following seven types, and you can select
one of the output modes as needed.

HDMI-OUT1



1080P60



1080P50

Default



1080I50

“1080P60”



720P60



720P50



XGA



SXGA

output

format:

Select HDMI-2 mode, the options are:
HDMI-OUT2-MODE



DVI



HDMI

Default: HDMI

The video output mode supports the
following eight types, and you can select
one of the output modes as needed.

HDMI-OUT2



1080P60



1080P50



1080I50



720P60



720P50



XGA



SXGA



Off
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Auto send presentation
once

conferencing

(presentation has signal)
GUI transparency

Automatically send the auxiliary stream
when enabled or disabled
Set the GUI transparency. The larger the
value, the more transparent of the GUI.
Choose

whether

to

enable

Default: Disable

Default: 20

HDMI-1

overscan. Display devices may have
varying degrees of overscan, causing
images and interfaces to not be fully
Enable

displayed on the monitor. At this point you

HDMI-1 OverScan Set

can debug by setting the overscan

Default: Disable

parameters. The options are:


HDMI-1 horizontal: Option items

(0 ~ 6).


HDMI-1 vertical: Option items (0 ~ 6).

Choose

whether

to

enable

HDMI-2

overscan. Display devices may have
varying degrees of overscan, causing
images and interfaces to not be fully
Enable

displayed on the monitor. At this point you

HDMI-2 OverScan Set

can debug by setting the overscan

Default: Disable

parameters. The options are:


HDMI-2 horizontal: Option items

(0 ~ 6).


HDMI-2 vertical: Option items (0 ~ 6).

Show icon of security

Enable or disable show icon of security.

Default: Enable

Show volume of audio

Enable or disable show volume of audio.

Default: Enable

8.5.2 Video Codecs
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Video > Video Codecs".
Step 2 Configure video codecs parameter information. The parameters are
described in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
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Video Codecs
H.264HP, H.264, H.263+, H.263



At least one video protocol needs to be selected to ensure that the terminal can
establish a video call.



The terminal currently supports H.264HP, H.264, H.263+ and H.263 video
protocols.



Both parties support H.264HP as the preferred video capability by default in the
case of H.264HP.

8.5.3 HDMI-1/SDI/HDMI-2 Layout
When you need to view a single picture or a combination of multiple video images
(such as local primary video, remote primary video, secondary video) on one display
device, you can switch the screen layout.
 Precondition
There are at least two or more image sources of the local primary video, the local
secondary video, the remote primary video, or the remote dual stream.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Settings > Video > HDMI-1/SDI Layout" to configure the multi-screen
layout of the first output.
Step 3 Select “Settings > Video > HDMI-2 Layout" to configure the multi-screen
layout of the second output.
Step 4 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 5 End.
Parameter

Description

Auto start preview when

Select whether to enable the preview function when the secondary

presentation has signal

video source has a signal.

Show presentation

Select whether to enable the display of the auxiliary stream. If not
enabled, all layouts containing the auxiliary stream will not be
displayed.
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Parameter

Description

Enable PoP

Choose whether to enable the paint side layout, if not enabled, all
the layouts of the draw side type will not be displayed.
Choose whether to enable the PiP layout. If not enabled, all PIP-

Enable PiP

type layouts will not be displayed.
Choose whether to enable equal size layouts. If not enabled, all

Enable Side by Side

layouts of the same size type will not be displayed.
Select the layout when there is an auxiliary stream state, and the

Layout when idle with

terminal will automatically switch to the layout when it enters this

presentation
Layout

when

state.
meeting

without presention

presention

Select the layout when the conference has the auxiliary stream state,
and the terminal will automatically switch to the layout when entering
the state.

when

host

embedded MCU meeting
Layout

and the terminal will automatically switch to the layout when it enters
this state.

Layout when meeting with

Layout

Select the layout when the conference has no auxiliary stream state,

when

host

When the built-in multi-point no-auxiliary state is selected, the
terminal will automatically switch to the layout when it enters this
state.
Select the layout when the built-in multipoint has the auxiliary stream

embedded MCU meeting state, and the terminal will automatically switch to the layout when it
with presentation

enters this state.

In addition to pre-configuring the layout, you can also switch layouts in a
meeting in two ways:
 Method 1
Switch the HDMI-1/SDI screen layout by pressing the display button

on the

remote control.
 Method 2
HDMI-1/SDI and HDMI-2 screens can be selected by selecting "Control > Video
Layout" on the GUI main interface.

8.6 Security
To prevent the loss and tampering of data content during communication, you can set
up encryption for communications.
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8.6.1 System Security
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Security > System Security".
Step 2 Configure system security parameter information. The parameters are
described in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable HTTP Service Access the terminal WEB interface or API
without encryption.
Enable

Access the terminal WEB interface or API in

HTTPS Service

encrypted mode.

HTTP Authentication

Access the password of the terminal WEB

Password

interface through HTTP and HTTPS. The
HTTP and HTTPS access user names are

Default: Enable
Default: Enable

Default: admin

fixed to admin.
Enable SSH Service

The

SSH

protocol

encrypts

the

data

transmission between the two parties. After
the SSH service is enabled, you can log in to

Default: Enable

the terminal remotely.
SSH Password

The password to be entered when accessing
the terminal through SSH. The SSH access

Default: admin

user name is fixed to admin.
Enable

Choose whether to enable the administrator

Default: Disable

Admin Password

password

Default Password: admin

8.6.2 H323 Cryptos
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Security > H323 Cryptos".
Step 2 Configure H323 cryptos parameter information. The parameters are
described in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
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Parameter

Description

Setting

H.235.6 AES-256

Enable or disable H.235.6 AES-256.

Default: Disable

H.235.6 AES-128

Enable or disable H235.6 AES-128.

Default: Enable

Clear Text

Select whether to enable Clear Text.

Default: Enable

8.6.3 SIP Cryptos
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Security > SIP Cryptos".
Step 2 Configure SIP cryptos parameter information. The parameters are described
in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

SRTP: AES-128

Select whether to enable SRTP: AES-128 &

& SHA1-80

SHA1-80

Clear Text

Select whether to enable Clear Text.

Default: Enable
Default: Enable

8.7 Protocol
You can configure terminal H323 or SIP protocol registration information as needed.

8.7.1 H323
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Protocol > H323".
Step 2 Configure H323 parameter information. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable call IP address

Select whether to allow the terminal to

when registered

register the IP address directly in the

Default: Enable

H323 state.
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Parameter

Description

Enable H.245 tunneling

Select

whether

Setting
to

enable

H.245

tunneling
Enable H.239 control

Select whether to enable H.239 control

H.239 Video Role

Select H.239 Video Role, the options
are:

Send DTMF as

Default: Disable
Default: Enable

Default:



Disable H.239 Extended Video



Force H.239 Presentation Role

Force

H.239

Presentation Role

Choose which type to send DTMF to,
the options are:


String



Tone



RFC2833



Q.931



In Band

Default: RFC2833

8.7.2 SIP
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Protocol > SIP".
Step 2 Configure SIP parameter information. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Send DTMF as

Choose which type to send DTMF to, the
options are:


Auto



RFC2833



INFO



In Band
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Parameter

Description

Setting

Keep alive mode

Select SIP keep alive mode, the options
are:


No Keep Alive



By CRLF



By OPTION

Default: By OPTION

Keep alive interval

Configure the SIP keep alive interval

Enable compact mode

Choose whether to encode very long

to encode large packet messages in compact mode

Default: 30
Default: Disable

Enable BFCP control

Select whether to enable BFCP control

Default: Enable

Client prefer for BFCP

Select whether client prefer for BFCP

Default: Enable

Enable UDP listener

Select whether to enable UDP listener

Default: Enable

UDP listener port

Configure UDP listener port

Default: 5060

Enable TCP listener

Select whether to enable TCP listener

Default: Enable

TCP listener port

Configure TCP listener port

Default: 5060

8.7.3 E1 (optional)
E1 (combined 30 voice channels and 2 control channels on a 2.048 Mbit/s high-speed
channel using synchronous time division multiplexing). Only 2U device support this
function. When using E1 for communication, you need to configure the E1 parameter.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Protocol > E1”.
Step 2 Configure E1 parameter information. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Configure the terminal working clock, the options
E1 work clock

are:

Default: Remote



Local: Local clock



Remote: Remote clock
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Parameter

Description

Setting

Configure the E1 work mode, the options are:
E1 work mode

Enable E1 dual



4E1: Extended mode



E1: Standard mode

Default: 4E1

Select whether to enable E1 dual video.

video
IP/E1 backup

Select whether to enable IP/E1 backup.

Default: Enable
Default: Disable

8.8 Record
When using the terminal, you can record the main video source or HDMI-1 output of
the terminal, and the recorded video can be saved and played back. The terminal
supports two recording modes, namely remote recording and USB recording. Remote
recording is the terminal to store the recorded content on the recording server. USB
recording is the terminal to store the recorded content on the local USB flash drive.
Because the terminal recording resources are limited, remote recording and USB
recording cannot be used at the same time. When using one of them, please confirm
that the other one is not enabled.

8.8.1 Remote Record
Before using the remote recording function, you need to configure the recording mode,
recording server, and recording source.
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Record > Remote Record”.
Step 2 Configure remote record parameter information. The parameters are
described in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Record Protocol

Select the record protocol, the options are:

Default: H.323



H.323



RTMP

 Recording protocol is the parameter list of H.323
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Parameter
Record

Description
server

address

Setting

Configure the address of the recording server. Default: Null
The

remote

recording uses

the

H.323

protocol. The address is an H.323 address,
such as 3212@192.168.1.240.
Video

Default: HDMI-OUT1

Select what you want to record:


Main Video Source: The main video

source of the terminal, generally the camera
input.


HDMI-OUT1: The first output of the

terminal.
Auto start once

Enable auto start once conferencing, after the Default: Disable

conferencing

terminal is in the conference, the remote
recording

function

will

be

automatically

opened to deliver the recorded content to the
remote recording server. The recording will be
automatically terminated after the conference,
without additional intervention.

 Recording protocol is RTMP parameter list
Parameter

Description

Setting

RTMP

Configure the RTMP Server Address.

Default: Null

Bit rate

Configure the RTMP push Bit rate.

Default: 768 kbps

Audio

Configure the RTMP push stream audio

Default: Local and remote

Server

Address

source, the options are:

Video



Local



Local and remote

Configure the RTMP push stream video

Default: Main Video Source

source, the options are:

Start mode



Main Video Source



HDMI-OUT1

Configure the RTMP push stream start mode,

Default: Manual start

the options are:


Auto start once power on



Auto start once conferencing



Manual start
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Remote recording can be manually controlled, provided that automatic recording is
not enabled. If you choose the manual control mode, you can enter the Control >
Recording Control menu to turn the "Open Remote Recording" switch on and off, and
manually control the remote recording function to be turned on or off.

8.8.2 USB Record
The USB recording and recording is recorded in a rolling loop, and the oldest
recording file is automatically deleted after the U disk is full. The recording file is in
units of 30 minutes, that is, the size of each recording file is equal to the amount of
data recorded for 30 minutes. The recording file name is "terminal name + recording
start time + mp4" suffix format. The management of the USB recording file only
supports the user to operate on the web interface. The playback operation of a single
file can play the recorded content in a local browser. It is recommended to use the
Chrome and Firefox browsers. It can also support downloading recorded files to a
local computer and playing them through the player.
To use the USB recording and playback function, you need to bring your own USB
flash drive as a storage device and insert the USB flash drive into the USB interface of
the terminal. In order to achieve the desired recording effect, you need to configure
the recording source, recording video resolution, and recording video bit rate and
recording mode as needed.
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > Record > USB Record”.
Step 2 Configure USB record parameter information. The parameters are described
in the following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Video

Select the content you want to record, the options

Default: HDMI-OUT1

are:


Main Video Source: The main video source of

the terminal, generally the camera input.

Bit rate

HDMI-OUT1: The first output of the terminal.

Record the video content data rate, you can

Default: 768kbps

increase or decrease as needed.
Record

Select the record mode, the options are:

mode



Auto start once power on



Auto start once conferencing



Manual start
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USB Record Control
You can control the opening and closing of the USB recording and playback in the
terminal interface, and manage the recorded files, such as playing, downloading
and deleting.
USB Record Control Steps:
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Control > Record Control”.
Step 2 Enable or disable USB record functions as you needed.
Step 3 End.

The way to start the USB recording and playback is determined according to the
“Record mode” that you have configured. You must manually turn off the USB
recording and playback switch. Be careful not to directly pull out the USB flash drive
without turning off the USB recording and playback, so as to avoid recording file
corruption and Damage to the USB flash drive.

8.9 Subtitles
In the Subtitles screen, you can configure the terminal name, send a message or
banner to the remote site.

8.9.1 Endpoint Name
Configure whether the local terminal name displays subtitles, subtitle content, subtitle
color, or background color.

8.9.2 Message
Configure the message text size, text color, background color, and short message
content sent to the remote site.

8.9.3 Banner
Configure the banner text size, text color, background color, and banner content sent
to the remote site.

8.10 System
In the System screen, you can configure the terminal language, terminal date,
terminal wizard, and system reset.
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8.10.1 Date
You can configure whether the system automatically obtains the network time and
system date whether the 24-hour format is enabled.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > System > Date”.
Step 2 Configure date parameter information. The parameters are described in the
following table.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.
Parameter

Description

Setting

Enable “Automatic date &
Automatic date time

indicate the time

time” to

Default: Enable

provided by the

network.
Set date
Set time

Set the date to take effect when disable

Default: Disable

“Automatic date time”.
Set the time to take effect when disable

Default: Disable

“Automatic date time”.

NTP Server

Set the NTP time server.

Default: Enable

Select time zone

Select the time zone of your region.

Default: GMT+08:00

Enable 24-hour format

Enable or disable the 24-hour format.

Default: Disable

Select the order in which the date,

Default: Month-Day-Year

Select date format

month, and day formats are displayed.

8.10.2 Guide
The installation wizard will start automatically after the terminal is powered on for the
first time. You can also start the installation wizard through the GUI setup menu to
complete the basic setup.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Settings > System > Guide” to enter the wizard settings page.
Step 3 After configuring the network, selecting the network work mode and IP get
method, go to “Next”.
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Step 4 Configure other platforms, select whether to enable the “ZijingCloud” platform,
and enter the “ZijingCloud” user name and password as needed, and then go
to “Next”.
Step 5 Configure terminal name, and then go to “Next”.
Step 6 Configure H323, select whether to enable H323, and configure
corresponding parameters as required, then go to “Next”.
Step 7 Configure SIP, select whether to enable SIP, and configure
corresponding parameters as required, then go to “Next”.
Step 8 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 9 End.

You can choose Back to return to modify the configuration, or you can choose Exit to
abandon the setup wizard.

8.10.3 Reset
You can choose whether to reset the terminal to factory settings as needed.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface, select “Settings > System > Reset”.
Step 2 Select “Reset to factory settings”.
Step 3 Select “Save”, save configuration information.
Step 4 End.

After restoring the factory settings, all the terminal parameters you configured earlier
will be lost, please be careful settings!

8.11 Other
In the Other screen, you can configure terminal upgrade, terminal power and terminal
log information.

8.11.1 Upgrade
The terminal currently supports two upgrade methods: network upgrade and USB
flash drive upgrade.
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 Upgrade from http server: The terminal will obtain the upgrade file from the
specified server and automatically upgrade it.
 Upgrade from USB storage: The terminal automatically detects the new version in
the USB flash drive and performs differential upgrade.
 Upgrade from USB storage
Simply copy the software version to the USB flash drive, insert the USB flash drive
into the USB port of the terminal, and follow the prompts to complete the upgrade.
Note that you must use the first partition of the USB drive, and the partition format
must be FAT32. When there is a hidden partition, you need to delete the hidden
partition. Please use the Windows Disk Management tool to see if you have a hidden
partition.
 Step
Step 1 Enter the GUI main interface.
Step 2 Select “Settings > Other > Upgrade”, check "Enable upgrade".
Step 3 Select “Upgrade from USB storage” in the “Select upgrade mode”, and then
select “Save”.
Step 4 Place the upgrade file in the root directory of the USB flash drive.
Step 5 Insert the USB flash drive into the USB port on the rear panel of the terminal.
Step 6 The GUI automatically pops up “current version: XXXX, new version: XXXX”.
And then select “OK”.
Step 7 The GUI automatically pops up “Download completed, immediately restart to
safe mode for upgrade?” and then select “OK”.
Step 8 The terminal automatically shuts down and restarts, and the system starts to
upgrade.
Step 9 Upgrade completed.
Step 10 End.



You must use the first partition of the USB flash drive, and the partition format must
be FAT32. When there is a hidden partition, you need to delete the hidden partition.
Please use the Windows Disk Management tool to see if you have a hidden
partition.



After select “OK” in step 6, if the terminal does not automatically restart, you need
to manually restart the terminal.
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8.11.2 Power
In the Power screen, you can configure the terminal power, select whether the
conference terminal automatically stands by, the caller automatically wakes up, the
timer is turned on and off, and it runs automatically after power-on.

8.11.3 Logging
In the Logging screen, you can configure the log level, choose whether to save the log
locally, or send the log to the log server.
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9

Troubleshooting

Mastering the terminal's fault diagnosis methods and common troubleshooting
methods can help you resolve terminal faults in a timely manner.
 Problem 1
The terminal is activated but not joined, and a black screen is displayed on
the display device.
 Possible Reason
1) The display device power is not turned on.
2) The video output cable connection is loose.
3) Some display devices do not support the 1080P60 output system.
 Solution
1) Turn on the display device.
2) Tighten the video output cable that connects terminal to the display device.
3) Select “Settings > Video > Video Output” and switch the video output format.
 Problem 2
After the local join, the local end sends a secondary stream to display a
black screen.
 Possible Reason
1) The second video source is not connected to the DVI IN interface.
2)

The second video source is connected to the DVI IN interface, but the cable is
loose.

 Solution
1) Connect the VGA port of your computer with a VGA conversion DVI cable.
2) Tighten the video output cable that connect terminal to the auxiliary device.
 Problem 3
The terminal local image flicker.
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 Possible Reason
The frequency of the light source in the room causes the image of the camera to
flicker.
 Solution
Adjust the corresponding anti-flicker value according to the frequency of local AC.
 Problem 4
The terminal has no audio input.
 Possible Reason
1) Microphone input or linear input is not enabled.
2) The audio input device is abnormal.
3) The audio input gain is small.
 Solution
1)

Select “Settings > Audio > Audio Input” to enable microphone or line in input.

2)

Select “Diagnostic > Local audio loopback” and enable Local Audio loopback
test to test if the local audio device is normal.

3)

Select “Settings > Audio > Audio Input > Line in digital gain” and press “+” to
increase the audio input gain (default value is 8).

 Problem 5
The terminal has no audio output.
 Possible Reason
1) HDMI-1 audio out and Line Out, etc. are not enabled.
2) The audio output gain is small.
 Solution
1)

Select “Settings > Audio > Audio Output” to enable HDMI-1 audio out and
Line Out, etc.

2)

Select “Settings > Audio > Audio Output > Audio output digital gain” and press
“+” to increase the audio output gain (default value is 8).

 Problem 6
After the terminal is on, the opposite end has an echo.
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 Possible Reason
Echo cancel function is not enabled.
 Solution
Select “Settings > Audio > Echo Cancel”, enable echo cancellation on
microphone or enable echo cancellation on line in.
 Problem 7
After the terminal is on, there is no sound in the local amplification.
 Possible Reason
The audio output does not contain local audio input.
 Solution
Select “Settings > Audio > Audio Output > Show advanced settings”, enable
HDMI-1 including Microphone and enable HDMI-1 including Line In, etc.
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10

Product Specifications

10.1 Physical Specification
Parameter

Specification

Electrical Characteristics
Operating Voltage

AC 100V ~ 240V

Power Consumption

20W (Max)

Physical Characteristics (1U device)
Dimension

200mm x 428mm x 44.5mm (No mounting ears and foot pads)

Net Weight

3.2kg

Physical Characteristics (2U device)
Dimension

395mm x 428mm x 89mm (No mounting ears and foot pads)

Net Weight

6.4kg

10.2 Performance Specification
Parameter

Specification

Call Bandwidth

64kbps ~ 8Mbps


1080p: Minimum bandwidth 1024Kpbs

Active



720p: Minimum bandwidth 512Kbps

Image Resolution



w448p/4SIF/4CIF: Minimum bandwidth 256Kbps



w288p/SIF/CIF: Minimum bandwidth 128Kbps



Input: VGA (640x480), SVGA (800x600), XGA (1024x768), WXGA

(1280x768), WXGA (1280x800), 1280x960, SXGA (1280x1024),
Data

1360x768, 1366x768, 1440x900, 1600x900, 720p (1280x720), 1080p

Content Resolution

(1920x1080)

Active Dual Stream



Codec: 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x1024, 1280x720, 1920x1080



Output: 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x1024, 1280x720, 1920x1080

Dual 1080P or dual 720P
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Parameter

Specification

Audio Feature

Other Image Feature



Automatic echo cancel (AEC)



Automatic gain control (AGC)



Automatic noise suppression (ANS)



Support lip sync

Support PIP, POP and other display modes

10.3 Interface Definition
Name

Quantity

Remarks

Power Interface

1 x Power Interface

100~240V power input interface

MIC IN Interface

2 x MIC IN

For microphone audio input

SDI OUT Interface

1 x SDI OUT

For SDI HD output

SDI IN Interface

1 x SDI IN

For SDI HD input

USB Interface

2 x USB2.0

USB device for connect mouse or USB
flash drive, USB audio input and output
HDMI OUT 1 is the main output

Video Output
Interface

interface, including GUI.

2 x HDMI OUT

HDMI OUT 2 is the secondary output
interface, without GUI.

Video Input



1 x HDMI IN

Interface



1 x DVI-I IN (VGA/YPbPr)

RS232 Interface

1 x RS232

For external RS232 devices

NET Interface

1 x RJ45: 10/100Base-T(X)

For connect to the network

2 x AUDIO IN

For audio input

2 x AUDIO OUT

For audio output

Audio Input
Interface
Audio Output
Interface
E1 Interface

NET2 Interface

4 x E1 BNC Interface

For E1 input and output

(only 2U device support)
1 x RJ45 (only 2U device
support)
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10.4 Protocol Support
Parameter

Specification

Video Codec Protocol

H.264HP, H.264, H.263+, H.263

Audio Codec Protocol

G.722.1C, AACLD, SILK, G.722, G.711 µ, G.711 A, G.726, G.722.1

Multimedia Framework

ITU-T H.323, IETF SIP

Protocol
Dual Stream Protocol
Network Transmission
Protocol

ITU-T H.239, BFCP
TCP/IP, DHCP, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS with SSL/TLS, RTP, RTCP,
RFC3261, RFC3264, RFC2190, RFC3407, RFC2833,
RFC4585(RTP/AVPF), SNTP, ARP

Other Communication

H.221, H.224, H.225, H.235, H.241, H.245, H.281, H.350, H.460,

Protocols

T.140, DTMF

Encryption Protocol



H.235 signal and media stream encryption (AES-128, AES-256)



TLS and SRTP



Administrator Password (SSH/HTTPS)

NAT/Firewall Traversal H.460, ICE
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11

Remote Control
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12

Terminology

Terminology

Description

A
AAC-LD

Advanced Audio Coding-Low Delay: Low latency advanced audio coding

AC

Alternating Current

AEC

Acoustic Echo Cancellation: Acoustic echo cancellation. A commonly used
signal processing method in teleconferencing. Because the hands-free fullduplex mode means that the voice signals at both ends of the call are
continuously transmitted, but the terminal transmits in the form of multicast, a
feedback loop is generated at the near end, so that the caller will hear an echo.
The process of solving this problem is called acoustic echo cancellation.

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard: Advanced encryption standard. A block
encryption standard adopted by the US federal government that replaces DES.
The advanced encryption standard is intended to perform an unclassified,
publicly available symmetric encryption algorithm. The cipher block size is fixed
at 128 bits and the key size is 128 bits, 192 bits or 256 bits.

C
CA

Certificate Authority

CIF

Common Intermediate Format

CRC

Cyclic Redundancy Check: A process of detecting errors in data transmission.
The CRC check generates a number by complex calculations based on the
transmitted data. The sending device performs this calculation before sending
the data and then sends the result to the receiving device. After receiving, the
receiving device repeats the same operation. If the operation results of the two
devices are the same, the transmission is considered to be error-free. This
process is called redundancy check because each transmission contains not
only data but also additional (redundant) errors. Check value.
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Terminology

Description

D
DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol: Client-server network protocol. The DHCP
server provides corresponding configuration parameters for the DHCP client's
request. These parameters are usually the information that the client host needs
when connecting to the Internet. DHCP also provides a mechanism for assigning
IP addresses to hosts.

DNS

Domain Name Server: A functional entity in a TCP/IP network through which a
user can access a corresponding server only through a domain name. In the
TCP/IP network, the domain name and the IP address correspond one-to-one.
The domain name is easy to remember. However, the servers in the network can
only be identified by IP addresses. The translation between the domain name
and the IP address is called domain name resolution. The domain name
resolution server to complete the DNS is the server for domain name resolution.

DVI

Digital Visual Interface: When a device in the network is overloaded or cannot
receive data again at a specified time, data packet discarding occurs.

F
Firewall

Firewall. Set up a combination of components between different network or
network security domains. It protects the network by monitoring, limiting, and
changing the flow of data across the firewall, shielding the information, structure,
and health of the network as much as possible from the outside.

G
G.711

The speech codec standard (A-law or U-law) using Pulse Code Modulation
(PCM) has a data rate of 64 kbit/s.

G.722

A speech coding standard using adaptive differential pulse code modulation
(ADPCM). The data speed is 48kbit/s, 56kbit/s or 64kbit/s.

GMT

Greenwich Mean Time

GUI

Graphical User Interface

H
H.239

ITU-T recommended standard for allowing simultaneous transmission of data
content such as video and computer desktops in a video conference.

H.264

H.264 provides the same high quality image with only half the bit rate of H.263,
and has strong error resistance.
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Terminology

Description

H.323

A communication control protocol developed by the ITU for providing multimedia
services in a packet switched network. Call control is an important part of it,
which can be used to establish point-to-point media sessions and multi-point
media conferences.

HD

High Definition

HDMI

High Definition Multimedia Interface

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol: An application layer communication protocol
between a client browser or other program and a web server. HTTP uses a
request/response model. The client sends a request to the server containing the
requested method, URL, protocol version, and message structure containing the
request modifier, client information, and content similar to MIME. The server
responds with a status line that includes the version of the message protocol,
success or error encoding plus server information, entity meta information, and
possibly physical content. See the RFC2616 protocol for details.

HTTPS

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure: The HTTP protocol running on the TLS
(Transport Layer Security) or SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) protocol. Used to
establish an information security channel to provide encrypted communication
and authentication of the identity of the network server. See the RFC2818
protocol for details.

Loopback

The audio and video data simulation is actually transmitted on the path to test

Test

whether the expected output can be obtained. The loopback test can test the
local network connection, or go back to the local area and test the remote
network connection.

I
IP

Internet Protocol

IP Address

A 32-bit (four-byte) binary number that uniquely identifies a host (computer)
connected to the Internet and is distinguished from other hosts on the Internet
for the purpose of communicating in the form of packet transmission. An IP
address consists of a "dot" representation consisting of four bytes of decimal
digits separated by periods (for example, 127.0.0.1). The first byte, second byte,
or third byte of the IP address identifies the network to which the host is
connected; the remaining bits indicate the host itself.
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Terminology

Description

IPv4

Internet Protocol version 4: The fourth edition of the Internet Protocol. The
current version of the Internet Protocol (IP). IPv4 uses 32 bytes as the host
address, and each address belongs to one of the five categories A, B, C, D, and
E. The address is a 32-bit code, usually expressed in 4 dotted decimal numbers.
Each address consists of a network code, (optional) subnet code, and host code.
The network code and (optional) subnet code are used for routing, and the host
code is used to address a specific host within the network or subnet.

ITU-T

International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication
standardization sector

L
LAN

Local Area Network: A network consisting of personal computers and
workstations connected within the same building or within a few kilometers of a
circle has the characteristics of high speed and low error rate. Ethernet, FDDI
and Token Ring are the three main implementation technologies of LAN. Today's
LANs are typically built on switched Ethernet or Wi-Fi technology, running at
1000 Mb/s (ie 1Gb/s).

N
NAT

Network Address Translation: A standard for the Internet Engineering Task
Force. It allows an organization with an IP address far less than its internal
network node to enter the Internet. Network address translation technology
converts a private IP address of a router, firewall, or personal computer on an
internal private network (such as an address in the range of 192.168.0.0) into
one or more Internet public IP addresses. It converts the headers to new
addresses and monitors them through their internal platform. When the packet
is fed back from the Internet, the network address translation uses these
platforms to reverse-convert the IP address of the user host.

NTP

Network Time Protocol

Q
QoS

Quality of Service: One of the common performance indicators of a
communication system or channel. Different systems and services have different
definitions, which may include jitter, delay, packet loss rate, bit error rate, and
signal-to-noise ratio. It is used to measure the transmission quality and service
effectiveness of a transmission system and to assess the ability of service
providers to meet customer needs.
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Terminology

Description

R
RAS

Registration Admission and Status: Registration, acceptance and status. A
connection is established between the node and the GK and a signaling set of
the GK management node.

RTCP

Real-time Transport Control Protocol: A protocol used to monitor the
transmission of data. Through this protocol, the receiver can detect whether
there is packet discarding and compensate for delay jitter.

RTP

Real-time Transport Protocol: It is a protocol defined by the IETF for transmitting
audio and video streams. RTP is established on UDP, and a time stamp is
defined in the header of the RTP message, so that the real-time transmission
and synchronization of audio and video are guaranteed. H.323 is based on the
RTP protocol.

S
SRTP

Secure Real-time Transport Protocol: A real-time transmission protocol with a
secure encryption mechanism is added based on the RTP protocol.

SSH

Secure Shell: A set of standards and network protocols that allow secure
channels to be established between local and remote computers. When users
log in remotely through a network environment that cannot guarantee security,
the SSH feature can provide secure information protection and powerful
authentication functions to protect the network from attacks such as IP address
spoofing and simple password interception.

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer: A security protocol that works at the socket layer. This
layer is located between the TCP layer and the application layer for data
encryption and decryption and authentication of related entities.

Dual Stream

It is usually the local computer desktop content displayed by the local venue in
the conference to the remote venue, such as spreadsheets, charts, slides, and
so on.

T
TCP

Transmission Control Protocol: A protocol in TCP/IP that decomposes data
information into packets for transmission via an IP protocol; performs verification
of packets received using the IP protocol and reassembles them into complete
information. TCP is a connection-oriented, reliable protocol that ensures the
correct transmission of information and corresponds to the transport layer in the
ISO/OSI benchmark model.

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
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Terminology

Description

U
UDP

User Datagram Protocol: A standard TCP/IP protocol that allows an application
of one device to send datagrams to an application at the other end. UDP uses
the IP protocol to send datagrams, providing unreliable connectionless
messaging services for applications. Therefore, UDP messages may be
discarded, duplicated, delayed, or sent out of order. UDP is used to transmit data
packets as much as possible. That is, the destination does not actively confirm
whether the correct data packet has been received.

URL

Uniform Resource Locator: An address that uniquely identifies the location of
web pages and other resources on the Internet. URLs usually begin with http://,
such as http://www.microsoft.com, and can include details such as the name of
a hypertext page (the extension is usually .html or .htm).

USB

Universal Serial Bus: Standard for serial buses with interface devices. This
standard was originally designed for computers, such as personal computers,
Apple's Macintosh computers, and so on. But with its popularity, this standard is
widely used in computer games and personal digital assistants.

W
Gateway

A device that connects two network segments that use different protocols
together. Its role is to translate and convert data from different network protocols
in different network segments.

Network jitter

A way of sound adjustment. The larger the value of the network jitter parameter,
the better the sound continuity. By adjusting the value of the network jitter
parameter, it is also possible to solve the different lip sounds that occur in the
conference.
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